Land Economy Grows Sunflowers Competition 2021

Getting started on 26th March

Pam’s pot - Yes they are in there!

Carolin’s (left) beaten by her own tomato plant (below) at least 8ft!

And they’re off...

Elaine bravely trying hers straight in the ground but alas they died

Kwadwo’s doing well inspite of being attacked by a slug

Up, up and away!

Pam’s flower got there in the end (left)

Sadly although Andrea’s grew it was outdone by her neighbours

Daryl’s plant despite an unwelcome guest managed to grow quite high

And those who sadly didn’t get theirs to grow: David, Sarah, Shaun and others...

AND a very impressive close second was Mick

A BIG Thank You and well done to everyone who took part...

Andrea       Megan
Barbora       Mick
Carolin       Pam
Daryl         Sarah
David         Shaun
Elaine        Thies and Liv
Hannah
Kwadwo       And me (Lynda)
Laura and Lexi

AND the winner is...

Liv Lindenthal with her massive bloom measuring over 8ft—not sure what she was feeding it!